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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate and reflect about the different sponsorship relations 

between a Swedish sports retailer and their sponsored events. My case for this thesis is the 

brand Intersport and I am investigating the phenomena sponsorship and their different 

sponsorship relations and in this case in relation to sport events. A qualitative study has been 

conducted by doing interviews with representatives from three different events that Intersport 

are sponsoring, two interviews with Intersport and also observations during two of the events. 

Furthermore, a theoretical framework within sponsorship has developed through this process. 

The result of this study showed that there are different kinds of sponsorship relations between 

Intersport and their sponsored events. Moreover, there are differences in terms of how they 

are ranking sports and how much money and time they are investing in the specific events. 

This study showed that Intersport has different levels of professionalism and business 

relationships. Partille Cup has the highest position on that scale, Stockholm Marathon Group 

has the second place and Gothenburg Youth Games is in the bottom. The interviews resulted 

in a clear picture of how these sponsorship relations look like, the underlying reasons for 

cooperating with Intersport and this means that they are seeing the sports retailer as a large 

player, a good channel in terms of being connected to them and increase their awareness but 

also as a partner who can offer relevant products for their events. Lastly, meaningful relations 

is a key factor here and my result showed that it goes both ways. 

 

 

Keywords: sponsorship, sponsorship relations, marketing communications, textile companies 

and events, sports marketing, events and event marketing, CSR, sponsorship evaluation, 

branding, co-branding. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This first chapter describes the background of my research area which is sponsorship 

and sport marketing and continues with the chosen problem area. Additionally, it 

follows with describing the purpose of the study and research questions and finally 

delimitations. 
 

1.1 Background of sponsorship 
Due to the high competition on diverse markets, brands are using different kinds of promotion 

today. There has been a change from back in time focusing on products when using 

promotion, to centre the attention on the customers instead (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). This led 

to bringing experience to the customers as a new way of marketing (Schmitt, 1999). Sandler 

& Shani (1989) describe sponsorship as “the provision of resources (e.g., money, people, 

equipment) by an organization directly to an event or activity in exchange for a direct 

association to the event or activity”.  

 

Sponsorship can be seen as a financial or in-kind help to an event e.g., festival, fair, sports, 

arts and the purpose can be business related according to Meenaghan (1983). Hoyle, 2002, p. 

91 writes that “Sponsorship is fast becoming the fourth arm of marketing, in addition to 

advertising, promotions and public relations”. Looking back in time, sports has always been 

and is still today the frequent object for sponsorship (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). What primarily 

drew sponsors to sports was the possibility to reach consumers in a less tangled atmosphere 

than traditional advertising. Another reason to sponsor has been the aspect of social 

responsibility and it’s often stated in the brands’ corporate goals (Stotlar, 2001). The turnover 

from sponsorship was 5.8 billion in Sweden during 2011, this resulted in a third place when 

looking at the biggest media channels in Sweden, only internet and daily newspapers have a 

higher turnover (irm-media.se, 2012). Sponsorship can require a return favour from the sport 

organization, for example free match tickets to the company or other kinds of value creating 

offers (Roos och Algotsson, 1996). 

 

There are different kinds of sponsorships within arts, media, sports and charity. When it 

comes to charity, the sponsors get “goodwill”. Hoyle (2002) describes that sports has for a 

long time been the leader in catching sponsors but at the same time, other types of events are 

getting increasingly more sponsors. The reason for that is, by having these collaborations, 

brands are succeeding in building more awareness created by successful marketing (Hoyle, 

2002). 

 

Sponsorship has during the 20th century had a central part of the entertainment business and 

also a significant part in different marketing channels like printed media, television and radio. 

However, sponsorship was not a central aim in academic studies until sports marketing 

research became well-known (Kahle & Riley, 2004). Sponsors involvement in events, sports 

celebrities and sport teams is today more common that not having that partnership. By 

transferring sports to a commercial arena gives sponsors great opportunities for developing 

their communication and strengthening their brand (Boshoff & Gerber, 2008). The increased 
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interest in professional sports all over the world has played a part to the focus by brands on 

using sports to reach their target audiences (Shannon, 1999). 

 

The major sports chains offer an ever wider range of basic apparel, both external and own 

brands which indicates that they are taking market share from the footwear and clothing 

market. According to data from Statistics Sweden, the turnover for the sports and leisure 

industry was 20.2 billion SEK in 2011. The competition has increased with new entrants to 

the market which has led to lower prices and increased consumption. The sports industry 

benefited from the 2008-2010 recession but it went slightly worse in 2011 when the economy 

turned upward. The growth has still been higher than in many other sectors in retail. Overall, 

between the years 2005-2011 the sales of sporting goods increased by 38 percent. For 

footwear and clothing sales the figure was 27 percent (Modebranschen i Sverige: statistik & 

analys, 2003). 

 

The positive development for sports retailers during the recent years can be explained by cold 

winters, low prices and an increasing fitness and wellness trend. Another growing trend worth 

noting is that the sectors fashion and sports converged. This had led to sports brands 

collaborating with famous designers from the fashion industry and fashion brands launching 

their own sports collections. Consumption of clothing is influenced by a lifestyle where it has 

become more common to wear sports and outdoor clothing even in town, and some sports 

brands use traditional fashion retailers as sales channels. In 2011, the three largest sports 

chains in Sweden (Stadium, Intersport and Team Sportia) had 54 percent of the total turnover 

from sporting goods (Modebranschen i Sverige: statistik & analys, 2003). 

 

A survey based on 826 Swedish companies with at least 10 employees per organization 

showed that 43.4 percent of the respondents were sponsoring at least one sports club 

(Branschstatistik, 2014). Most of the money invested in sponsorship ended up in football 

clubs, 36.4 percent of the companies said that they sponsor this sport. Besides football, ice 

hockey, handball, hockey and floorball are in the top 5 of sponsored sports. Furthermore, 43 

percent of Swedish companies use sponsorship in their marketing activities (Branschstatistik, 

2014). 

A common way for fashion companies that focuses on sports and leisure clothing is to 

promote their brands and products through sponsorships. A type of event where fashion 

companies frequently are seen are all the running events which each year takes place in 

Sweden as Lidingöloppet, Vår Ruset and Göteborgsvarvet. Sponsor partnerships is a way for 

fashion companies to appear in relevant contexts and market themselves towards the right 

target groups (Modearkivet, 2010). 

 

According to figures from the IRM (Institute for Advertising and Media Statistics), and 

Sponsorships & Events Association had sales of Swedish sponsorship 6.7 billion 2014, an 

increase of 2.3 percent compared to in 2013. Events grew by 6.3 percent during the same 

period with sales of almost 6.8 billion. Niklas Birgetz, Managing Director of Sponsorship & 

Event Association believe that the increase in numbers is due to sponsorships and events are 

an easy way for companies to reach out to their target audiences. 
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- Sponsorship and event is such a particular way to communicate to the target audience. All 

are passionate about either sport, music or other social activities. With sponsorships can event 

companies effectively reach their target groups. 

 

Do you think the trend will last? 

- Absolutely, it will continue and grow even more. If you look at the numbers both from 

Sweden and also abroad, there are increasing numbers of sponsorships and events. We have a 

great need to meet each other, which is also an effect of social media that provides 

opportunities to experience things together (Dagens media, 2015).  

 

1.2 Sports marketing 
Beech and Chadwick (2007) write that the central aspects of sports marketing for sports teams 

are to attract new visitors to their matches and to go all in to be able to sell tickets and get in 

money through their matches and survive economically. The term sports marketing can be 

divided into two areas, marketing through sports and marketing of sports (Smith, 2008). 

Fullerton and Merz (2008) divide marketing of sports into three categories: participation 

sports, spectator sports and sporting goods, athletic shoes, apparel and sport related products. 

The united aspect among these above mentioned categories is the brand. To be able to create 

loyal consumers in the sport industry, it is of great value for clubs and events to conduct 

relationship marketing (Grey & Wert-Grey, 2012). 

 

Hightower, Brady and Baker (2002) describe that sport marketers need to endeavour to 

develop the customer experience. To be able to do that, improvements and innovative ideas 

that makes the consumers' life easier is essential to have the possibility to motivate why the 

prices are higher and attract new consumers. Hightower et al. (2002) means that innovations 

is an efficient way of increasing the possibility of getting new consumers and from a longer 

perspective, turn them to loyal consumers and fans. Creative ideas are a core part of 

successful events and it is also important to produce an entertaining environment. The authors 

describe it as focusing on lifting the core product, the sporty part and building a higher 

perceived quality for the visitors (Yoshida & James, 2010). Jiffer and Roos (1999) mean that a 

reason for being a sponsor to an event could be the possibility of reaching the participants. For 

example, by reaching a large number of runners that are taking part in a marathon one day 

could lead to successful business. There is also a possibility for the sponsors to get access to 

contact details for the participants, and that way lengthen their sponsorship by sending out 

direct mails before the event but also after. The amount of people at that kind of event is 

understandably an interesting target market.  

 

Fredlund (2006) writes that in many industries, suppliers have thought that there is a necessity 

to get their own stores, not only to generate sales but also to make a statement for what their 

brands mean. This is still common within the fashion industry, but brand owners are 

increasingly finding and creating new distribution channels to replace but also complement 

the current ones. They can either keep an existing distribution channel even if it goes bad. Or, 

they realize that a channel significantly decreases or disappears, and there is a need to find 

new ways to promote and sell their products. It is of great value to have a transparent and 
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deliberate approach and realize that channel flexibility is necessary because the market is 

constantly changing (ibid).  

 

It can be a great possibility to include the sponsor’s own employees in different event 

activities’. With task such as handing out samples, demonstrating products and handing out 

brochures etc. This results in team spirit and creates a shared aim to talk about. A firm can 

sponsor events within sports that includes active personnel, a marathon event for example. 

This leads to something for the personnel to practice for and it stands for well-being and 

health (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). 

 

1.3 Problem statement 
Companies supporting sport activities is not a new phenomenon. On the other hand, looking 

back in time, this sort of contribution were gifts and nothing else. Companies wanted to be 

generous so it was not from a marketing aspect. In the 1970s this changed a bit and companies 

began to focus more on getting something back from sponsoring organizations (Jiffer & Roos, 

1999). The most important reason for sponsoring an event or sport organization is to get 

access and more publicity (Meenaghan, 1983). Jiffer & Roos (1999) describe sponsorship as a 

method in business and applicable within marketing and communication. It has furthermore 

both a long and short term aim, which is “contributing to the sponsor’s brand awareness and 

image, as well as increasing the sponsor’s sales” (Jiffer & Roos, 1999, p.25). Sponsorship is a 

contribution to an organization from a commercial part with the expectation of reaching their 

company’s marketing targets mean Pickton & Broderick (2005). Looking back in time, 

McDonald (1991) writes that there have been few attempts to analyse the result of 

sponsorship. Companies tend to think that it works for sure. When looking at sport 

sponsorship back in time, it has been distinguished as a “gut instinct” and people have seen it 

as an activity with a promising outcome (Vignali, 1997). Meenaghan (1991) means that 

people should change that “gut instinct” attitude to sponsorship to a more reasonable 

management perspective which is based on scientific research from sponsoring brands. 

Cornwell & Maignan (1998) write that there’s a lack in research regarding investigation of 

how sponsoring others benefits a brand. Current research within the subject has a shortage in 

understanding the parallels between companies’ specified business goals and the 

accomplished results of sponsorships (ibid). The European Sponsorship Association (EPA) 

and Sports Marketing Survey (SMS) shows that 57 % of the sponsors think that it significant 

to do more research within sponsorship. On the other hand, companies are sponsoring more 

and more and investing large amounts of money without knowing what they get back (IEG, 

2013). While philanthropic gifts are handed out from unselfish partners to some events, then 

again sponsors are aiming for a return on their invested money (ROI) (Hoyle, 2002). So due 

to the fact that there are so many different kinds of questions within this area related to 

sponsorship relations, I want to find out why my chosen company is sponsoring? What do 

they get from having these sponsorship collaborations and relations?  How are they seen from 

an external person’s view? Many textile companies are sponsoring events, teams and athletes, 

is it because they want to take social responsibility and due to good will? What does 

employees who are working with sports events think about being sponsored and what are their 

opinions regarding their relations with Intersport? There are different kinds of literature within 
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this subject and varied views and opinions about what the partners get from having these 

relations. Now I want to make an own investigation grounded on highly relevant respondents 

within my research area. I want to understand the social real life situation based on how the 

respondents in this environment experience their reality. 

 

1.4 Purpose and research questions 
The purpose of this study is to investigate and reflect about the different sponsorship relations 

between a Swedish sports retailer and their sponsored events. My case for this thesis is the 

brand Intersport and I am investigating the phenomena sponsorship and their different 

sponsorship relations and in this case in relation to sport events. I want to understand and 

reflect about the respondents own views in this area. This research purpose leads to three my 

research questions below: 

 

- How do different sponsorship relations look like? 

- What kind of factors are there behind these relations and how are they seen? 

- How does different sponsorship relations become meaningful to different actors involved? 

 

1.5 Delimitations 
The chosen area of research is within event and sponsorship and the respondents are 

employees responsible for sponsorship at major sport events in Sweden. Furthermore, I´ve 

also interviewed Intersport who is sponsoring all of these events. I have chosen Intersport 

because it is a global brand and they are sponsoring teams and events throughout the year. 

Additionally they have both online sales, sales in their Intersport stores all over Sweden and 

own shops on events, which is positive from the perspective of involving as many sales 

environments as possible. I have chosen to have a business perspective and investigate and 

reflect on a smaller number of brands but also to get a deeper understanding of my subject. 

For this research, it is necessary to include respondents from well-known sports events in 

Swedish so they are able to give valuable information that gives a better picture of the subject. 

I have chosen to make a case study and interviews with the sponsor Intersport and with 

employees working with the different events that Intersport are sponsoring. 
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2 METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
In this second chapter I will explain which research methodology and principles I have 

selected for this study. This investigation requires an qualitative method approach and 

I will describe why I’ve chosen that method. Further on, the chapter follows with 

validity and reliability and ends with a critical method discussion. 

 

2.1 Scientific approach- qualitative research 
Qualitative research can be described as a scientific approach that in generally highlighting 

the data collected based on words and interviews instead of using a quantitative method and 

analysing numerical data (Bryman & Bell, 2003). The qualitative research method involves 

having a bigger focus on individuals and how they experience and describe their reality. 

Furthermore, qualitative studies often tend to be full of essential details and these are 

commonly significant for the qualitative researcher (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Denscombe 

(2000) writes that data can be gathered through four methods and these different techniques 

are interviews, questionnaires, documents and observations. In this study I have used different 

methods such as interviews with suitable respondents, taken part of relevant literature and 

documents within my research field and also observations during two of the events. 

 

Denscombe (2000) describes that words are the focus part when analysing the qualitative 

research. Instead of observing numbers as quantitative researchers do, the qualitative 

researcher is transforming the interview data into words. In addition, qualitative research is 

often connected to describing a particular phenomenon and the studies are often in small scale 

(ibid). The chosen phenomena for this study is sponsorship in relation to different sports 

events in Sweden.  

 

To be able to get answers on my research questions, I´ve chosen to follow the qualitative 

research process to investigate in my subject. To gather the data I have done interviews with 

carefully selected respondents. Due to the purpose to get a deeper insight within sponsorship, 

Denscombe (2000) writes that interviews are appropriate when the purpose is to get deeper 

and detailed information from a smaller number of respondents. This research is generated 

through a case study, which is a suitable tool when aiming to get a deeper knowledge of one 

particular case or a smaller number of cases (Saunders et al, 2000). The great benefit with this 

strategy is that the researcher develops a deeper understanding of the chosen research area 

(Denscombe, 2000). 

  

Saunders et al (2000) mean that there are different categories of studies when designing the 

research process. In this thesis I have used exploratory studies, which means that the aim is to 

get new insights by making a literature study and interviewing people with great knowledge. 

Explanatory means also that the researcher is comparing the collected data with the theoretical 

framework and in the end summarizing the conclusions which are based on the collected 

material (ibid). Nyberg & Tidström (2012) mean that it is important that the researcher is 

planning the process of data collection. They emphasize the meaning of choosing the 

respondents carefully and thoughtfully so they can live up to the expectations of knowledge 

and representation in their branch. Since my research area is sponsorship, I wanted to include 
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thoughts and answers from the largest sports retailer in Sweden, Intersport and the rest of the 

respondents have in common that they are all sponsored by Intersport. Moreover, I aimed for 

material from suitable and highly relevant respondents working with well-known international 

sport events that takes place in Sweden.  

 

2.2 Data collection 
I have collected the theoretical data by doing an literature study and the chosen theories are 

written by known authors, and that means that there is no lack in reliability. I have chosen 

both Swedish and international literature, to be able to get a deeper insight to my research 

area. Through my search for theories with the purpose to get more knowledge in my area, I 

have got a stabile theoretical ground for the empirical studies. I have chosen some highly 

relevant literature topics for this study and they are branding, sponsorship, sport marketing, 

event marketing, textile companies sponsoring events, marketing communication and 

corporate social responsibility. Moreover, I have used relevant research journals and searched 

for web sources through google.se. 

 

I have also done interviews and when making semi-structured interviews, there are a number 

of areas that the interview want to cover and these are generally stated in an interview guide 

to support the interview process to be satisfyingly structured. The respondent has on the other 

hand a lot of space to reply in the way the person wants (Bryman and Bell, 2003). This thesis 

is based on semi-structured interviews because it aims to involve some specific aspects of 

sponsorship and the questions are included as an appendix in the end of this thesis. Since my 

native language is Swedish, I have chosen to do the interviews in Swedish and the interview 

guides are attached as appendix. Furthermore I have done observations during Partille Cup 

and Gothenburg Youth Games 2015 in Gothenburg and taken pictures for my thesis.  

 

When using the semi-structured interview method, the researcher has prepared open questions 

for the respondent, and this method allows to add questions and to let the respondent clarify 

questions to give an describing picture as possible. This method has many positive aspects, 

one is that the researcher has more control over the situation and there is also an opportunity 

to ask for more detailed answers (Svensson & Starrin, 1996). Ryen (2004) means that mail 

interviews is a common way to collect data but there is a clear risk that these interviews don’t 

get an sufficient amount of information to satisfy an researcher within the qualitative field. 

Telephone interviews is more suitable for qualitative methods and more flexible compared 

according to Bryman & Bell (2005). In this study I chosed to do telephone interviews and in 

total I have done five interviews. This method was most suitable because I aimed to get as 

describing answers as possible. The first and last interview was with Intersport and the reason 

for that was that I wanted to get back to them and ask about different aspects based on the 

data gathered from the rest of the respondents but also aspects that I wanted to investigate 

further after the first interview. To be able to properly analyse the sponsorship relations 

between Intersport and their sponsored events, it was valuable to get a second interview. 

 

Patel and Davidson (2011) write that there are two different ways to document the interviews. 

The first one is to write down the answers and the second one is to record the interview. They 
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continue and mean that by making notes, the interviewer can make them more or less 

describing but the most important aspect is to complete the answers immediately after the 

interview (ibid). The interviews took approximately between 25-35 minutes.  I chosed to 

record the interviews and transcribe them afterwards. 

 

2.3 Reliability and validity 
Reliability within research can be described as the trustworthiness and usefulness of the 

instruments and methods the researcher is applying during the process (Ejvegård, 2003). 

Bryman & Bell (2005) mean that reliability is connected to the trustworthiness in a study and 

if the outcome is going to change when time goes on. The purpose of this study is not to 

create general theories or results within my subject, only to investigate and describe how the 

reality looks look in this case, therefore I do not see any clear problems related to the aspect 

of reliability. Bryman (2011) writes that qualitative studies are focused on a particular 

phenomenon which means that it is harder to generalize. There are two knowledge theoretical 

perspectives within qualitative research and they are interpretation oriented and 

interpretativistic (ibid). This means that that the highlight is on understanding a social real life 

situation based on how the participants in this environment experience this reality, and also to 

understand the situation from the participants’ subjective perspective (Bryman, 2011). I am 

not aiming to create a result that can be generalized within sponsorship. My purpose is to get 

a deeper understanding of this subject as a particular phenomenon. Furthermore it is harder to 

replicate qualitative studies means Bryman (2011) due to the interpretation perspective and 

lifts it up as a critic to the research strategy. I have described my conditions and chose of 

methods so detailed as it is possible, so I can increase the possibility to replicate this study 

and get similar outcomes. Additionally, I have carefully described and motivated the chosen 

methods so this thesis reaches a high level in terms of reliability.  

 

Regarding validity in research, Ejvegård (2003) explains it as the researcher measuring the 

specific aspect which was aimed to measure. Holme & Solvang (1997) continue in the same 

direction and write that validity depends on the aspect of what the researcher is measuring in 

his/her study and if it is clearly stated in the research questions. In this study, I believe that the 

validity is on an adequate level because I’ve measured and analysed the aspects I was 

supposed to do. Furthermore, I’ve stated clearly in the beginning of this thesis what my 

research questions are and explained why they are relevant for the chosen research area.  

 

 

2.4. Presentation of the selected respondents 
 

2.4.1 Intersport 

 

Intersport, one of Sweden's best known brands, was founded in 1961 and has 54 years of 

experience of being closest to the football field, hockey rink and the running track. In 

Sweden, Intersport has a wide retail network of around 150 stores on different locations in 

Sweden and employees with a passion for sports and exercise. Their vision is that the Swedes 

will be the most active people in the world and their mission is to inspire more people to an 
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active life. 

 

The turnover of 2013 for the Swedish Intersport stores was 4.1 billion including VAT. 

Intersport Sweden AB is part of the IIC - INTERSPORT International Corporation, which is 

the world's largest sports chain with more than 5,500 stores in 44 countries. Intersport is 

besides in Europe, including Russia, also in Canada and the United Arab Emirates. In 2013, 

net sales of Intersport approximately EUR 10.6 billion globally. The idea for Intersport was 

born in 1961 when a purchasing group called "Sport-tian" in Stockholm, invited the sports 

retailers to a meeting to discuss how to cope with the competition from department stores, at 

that time they were opened in several places. The result was Sportsam Economic Association. 

The company Intersport Sweden AB was founded in 1974 (Intersport, 2015). 

 

Intersport is very proud of their partnerships at the elite level, such as the Swedish football 

Association, Ice hockey association, the national team in skiing, HV71 and IFK Göteborg. 

They have also more than one thousand partnerships with other sport clubs. Intersport is a 

partner to various youth cups such as Gothia Cup, Piteå Summer Games, Gothenburg Youth 

Games, Åhus Beach Handball and Partille Cup. They are also involved in a variety of events, 

including, the main sponsor of Tjejmilen, Stockholm Tunnelrun, World Ski Championships in 

Falun 2015 and Lidingöloppet (Intersport, 2015). 

 

2.4.2 Stockholm Half Marathon and Tjejmilen 

 

Stockholm Marathon Group is Sweden's leading organizer of running events. The athletic 

clubs Hässelby SK and Spårvägens FK arranged Stockholm Marathon for the first time in 

1979. The business has since then grown significantly. Over 260 000 runners participate 

annually in the clubs competitions. 

 

Along with ASICS Stockholm Marathon is Tjejmilen, Vår Ruset, Bellmanstafetten, DN 

Stockholm Half Marathon and Tjurruset that attracts the most runners. 

The overall objective is to organize high quality events for all types of runners, joggers and 

exercisers and thereby contribute to more exercising and improved public health. 

The surplus of the races, goes to hundred percent back to the sport, partly to the organizing 

clubs and also to other non-profit associations that help out with volunteers. 

Active parents and leaders volunteer several times a year without compensation. 

 

Hässelby SK and Tramway FK has both extensive activities for youth, juniors, seniors, 

veterans and amateurs. At the junior and senior side belong both clubs within the foremost in 

Sweden. Two of their running events, Stockholm Half Marathon and Tjejmilen are sponsored 

by Intersport (Stockholm Marathon, 2015). 

 

2.4.3 Gothenburg Youth Games 

 

The Gothenburg Youth Games has been held every year since 1996. Today it is the largest 

annual Track & Field Meet in Scandinavia. 3.500 athletes from 375 different clubs and over 
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20 nations makes altogether 8.000 starts over three days. Gothenburg Youth Games 

(Världsungdomsspelen in Swedish) has grown from 1,800 starts in a rather desolate Ullevi 

debut year 1996 to 7797 on a crowded arena with 10 different venues last year. A look at the 

record lists reveals that many well-known athletes have competed in the Gothenburg Youth 

Games: Christian Olsson, Erica Johansson, Stefan Holm, the sisters Kallur, Patrik 

Kristiansson and Alhaji Jeng, Johan Wissman, Mustafa Mohamed, Robert Kronberg and all 

four sisters Klüft. The fascination of the event is the delightful mix of athletes. One can view 

well-known athletes on one side of the arena while enthusiastic beginner buzzing in the other. 

From year to year the event is getting an increased international character. The proportion of 

foreign participants is rising steadily, which means an increased competition. Year 2013 was 

40% of the participants from abroad.  The event includes all age classes from men and women 

to 12 year olds.   

*   Includes a complete schedule of events in all age groups.   

*   The meet is held in a renowned international stadium, Ullevi. 

*   Is open to competitors of all levels, from Olympic Champions (five Olympic gold 

medallists’ currently hold meet records) to beginners in the sport.   

Gothenburg Youth Games are sponsored by Intersport, the hotel chain Scandic and Asics 

(Vuspel, 2015). 

 

2.4.4 Partille Cup 

 

Partille Cup is the world's largest and most international youth handball tournament. The 

event takes place in Gothenburg during week 27 every summer. Since its start in 1970, over 

400 000 participants from 90 countries and six continents have participated. Each year, over 

21 000 participants from 1100 teams come to Gothenburg and the numbers increase every 

year. 

 

Partille Cup is one of the world's most famous and appreciated events in youth handball. The 

tournament contributes to the community. It creates a time when young people from all over 

the world can come together, with different backgrounds and cultures. Together with the 

Gothenburg residents to socialize, learn more about each other and understanding different 

cultures. The common denominator is an interest in sports and especially handball, proves that 

sport is important and also Partille Cup's mission to spread handball internationally, which is 

the tournaments common meeting point. 

 

Organizer of Partille Cup is the handball association IK Sävehof. The organization consists of 

four full-time people that amplifies a further 30 project managers for the start of the 

tournament. During the week, the organization consists in total of 1500 volunteers. Partille 

Cups main sponsors are Intersport and Gothenburgs amusement park Liseberg. Intersport 

stands for all the merchandise and the sale of Partille Cup souvenirs. Intersport has a 1,000 

m2 store at Heden and they are offering products from all major brands, visitors can find 

different products that they might need during the tournament. Intersport stands also behind 

the Leaders Lounge where all the leaders have their own oasis in the heart of the event 

(Partille Cup, 2015). 
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A new activity this year was the Intersport Boost event, participants could try out five 

different activities and win prizes through their wristbands. The activities were power, targets, 

control, air time and 15 m sprint. The players competed by putting their results into the app 

Team World of Handball that they connect to their Partille Cup wristband. Intersport Boost 

area was located at Heden Center and it was possible to use the wristband and app to other 

things, for example finding new friends from other teams or as a guide when traveling around 

in Gothenburg (Partille Cup, 2015). 

 

 

 

 
   The Intersport Boost area at Partille Cup 2015. 
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
I this third chapter I will present my chosen theories for this study. The topics 

are marketing communication and brands, sponsorship, events and event 

marketing, textile companies sponsoring sport events and athletes, corporate 

social responsibility, different sponsorship relations and conditions and 

sponsorship evaluation.  
 

3.1 Marketing communication and brands 
Mårtensson (2009) writes that to strengthen a brand, employees can use marketing to convey 

a brand message or brand stimulus. The messages are intended to affect the market image of 

the brand, while the stimulus is short-term deals or relationship-building activities as a form 

of rewarding consumer loyalty. A distinction is also on business creation and brand 

communication. The former is short-term, which many times is new product launches and 

leads to new customers. Business creation of communication is used, for example, when 

entering a new market. Branding communication is from a longer perspective and have a 

clearer focus on strengthening the brand. Marketing communication helps companies to create 

strong, unique associations and ideas to their brand. These are rooted in the target group's 

goals and buying motives and leads to the creation of an emotional commitment to the brand. 

Marketing communication allows the brand to be kept visible and has also the ability to 

influence how the product meets the consumer's needs. It can also affect the consumers 

buying habits. By marketing a product that is normally not very attractive as an example, an 

organic one or some kind of support for some purpose, you can get consumers to buy 

something that they might not otherwise have bought. It also creates the primary demand, 

which is the awareness of the product, and a selective demand, which can be explained by the 

persuasion of consumers to consume the intended brand instead of others (Mårtensson, 2009). 

 

Even though traditional methods from the promotional mix have been popular to use for 

market products through different events and sports, it is clear that sponsorship has developed 

to a central strategic initiative for a large part of marketers today. This has grown into such a 

popular activity that it has resulted in marketers beginning to stress about the necessity for 

sponsorship and is united in all of the company’s promotional efforts. This has led to a change 

which means that marketers have expanded their range of the so called traditional promotional 

mix. Sponsorship is not only in that mix, marketers are also aiming for developing consistent 

strategies where the elements are interconnected and complementing. This plan is commonly 

used by marketers as integrated marketing communications or shortly (IMC) (Fullerton, 

2009). 

 

Fullerton, 2009, p.95 describes the five parts when making a plan for integrated marketing 

communication, these are;  

 ‟Advertising, 

 Personal selling 

 Sales promotion 

 Public relations/Publicity 
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 Sponsorship‟ 

  

Integrated marketing means that all communication of brand and marketing for a brand, a 

product or service is scheduled to meet common goals and support the positioning. It is a 

process that aims to tie together all communication strategies to deal with marketing from a 

perspective similar to the consumers’ (Percy, 2008).  

 

3.1 Brands 
An explanation of a brand is ‟a name, term, design, symbol or any other feature that identifies 

and distinguishes a seller´s goods or services from those of other sellers” (Kendall, 2009, 

p.371).  

 

3.1.1 Brand building 

Grönroos (2008) writes that when a brand is created, it can build the image or perception that 

the environment has of them in two ways, both consciously and unconsciously. This results in 

that customers can relate to the message the company wants to convey. This could be 

described as an integral part of a brand's characteristics. Uggla (2013) writes that the brand is 

being charged but also being built by the company while the value of the brand is created by 

their consumers. Dahlen and Lange (2009) mean that brands are the core of marketing 

communication. By that the associations are created and links consumers to brands which 

they can distinguish are different options on the market. Employees should use to use 

marketing communication to create the right associations to their brand. This makes the brand 

stronger in comparison to the competitors.  

 

Brand strategy could be described as a strategy to plan for the process of building a brand in 

order to achieve the overall goals (Amnéus, 2011). Kendall, 2009, p. 372 means that branding 

strategy involves ‟deciding which new and existing brand names, logos, symbols and other 

elements should be applied to which products”. Hultén, Broweus and Van Dijk (2008) mean 

that the increased brand noise and increased congestion on the market makes it more difficult 

for businesses to succeed in a more traditional brand building. Especially considering that 

most businesses simply lack the power to influence customer behavior and the perceived 

image of the brand. The authors continue and describe that the digital technology allows 

endless variations for the market to take part of different combinations of pictures, tastes, 

sounds, fragrances in terms of brand building etc. 

 

3.1.2 Brand identity 

Melin (1999) means that the brand identity is what the brand stands for, what gives it meaning 

and what makes it unique, and should demonstrate the attributes and benefits that will allow 

the customer to select a specific brand over other brands. A company's brand identity is often 

mediated by emotional arguments which further means that the emotional connections that 

exist between a consumer and a brand is of great importance in terms of building a strong 

brand (ibid). 
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3.1.3 Brand awareness 

Kapferer (2004) describes brand awareness as when meaning how many people know a brand 

and what it stands for and know the products or services that they offer. A brand without 

knowledge is like something stuck to a product, something senseless and out thumbed. 

 

3.1.4 Brand associations 

One of the most important assets of a brand is the associations that it creates among 

consumers. They are directly or indirectly stored in memory and coupled with the label or its 

owner. Some companies may have an effect on purchasing decisions by a growing faith in the 

brand. Others can cause positive emotions which are then transferred to the brand. A 

significant part of the current associations is that those who are around a brand should be 

coherent. If they are not, consumers can be confused and then not know what the brand stands 

for (Apéria & Back, 2004). 

 

The perception of a brand is reflected in the associations found in consumer memory and 

creates an image for the brand, where factors such as uniqueness, favoritism and the strength 

of the associations are crucial to a brand's success. Associations developed from several 

different sources, such as the use of the product, information sources (advertising, packaging, 

hearsay, etc.) and other phenomena’s like sponsorship. When a brand is associated with an 

event, there are associations and feelings that come with the event (pleasant, nice, 

disappointment, relaxing, etc.) and those can be linked to a brand in the consumer's memory 

(Gwinner, 1997). 

 

Iglesias (2001) means that studies have shown that associations with a brand has a positive 

impact on consumer choices, priorities and intentions to buy and that they will be willing to 

pay a higher price for the brand and recommend it to others. 

 

One way to distinguish between the associations is by how abstract they are, ie, how much 

information is summarized in the company. In line with this, associations with brands fall into 

three main categories: features, benefits and attitudes. Characteristics are the descriptive 

features that characterize a brand that what consumers think the brand is or has and what is 

involved with a purchase or consumption of the product. Benefits are the personal values that 

consumers connect to the characteristics, what the brand can do for them. The attitude is 

consumers' overall assessment of the brand (Iglesias, 2001). 

 

3.1.5 Brand exposure 

By repeatedly exposing a brand, creates awareness, brand awareness. Exposure affects and 

can improve particularly brand recognition. The more consumers experience the brand 

through seeing it, hearing about it or thinking about and around it, the more likely it is that the 

consumer registers the trademark in his/her memory. Anything that makes consumers feel the 

brand name for example the logo, character, packing, or slogan, through sponsorship, 

advertising or event, can raise awareness and recognition of the brand (Keller, 2008). 
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To expose the brand through sponsorship can enhance the perceived quality of the brand 

among consumers. Products are often used in the sponsorship to expose and demonstrate its 

quality. Sponsorship of larger phenomena can also provide publicity, leading to the need to 

ensure the news value when making the choice of what a company should sponsor (Jiffer & 

Roos, 1999). 

 

3.2 Sponsorship 
Jobber (2007) writes that sponsorship is a marketing tool and has various possibilities. A 

brand can select to sponsor a specific event and that way succeed in generating an interaction 

with the target group. Other brands sponsor individual athletes who have succeeded in their 

sport, a well-known artist or someone who’s famous through their art. Some brands decide to 

sponsor sports teams, an organization with a cause and sometimes another firm. By being a 

sponsor, the partner buys an association which includes specific rights to an event. This gives 

the company an extra dimension is the sponsorships uniqueness when comparing to other 

marketing tools (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). 

 

Sponsorship is many times connected with exposure, and in that form it tends to be mostly 

stadium advertising. This gives the sponsor rights to show a specific number of 

advertisements during the sponsored activity. This is known as a simple kind of brand 

exposure and means that the logo is displayed to the spectators and TV followers (Jiffer & 

Roos, 1999). The need for sponsorship is vital for large events within the sports industry 

because there’s a great need of financial investments. For that reason, events tend to use 

official sponsors. They get special rights to advertise during the event and in that way 

increasing their brand awareness. The sponsors get hold of these rights by investing money 

and paying a sponsorship fee to be a part of the event (Ellen, 2010). 

 

Sponsorship tend to be seen as “association marketing”. Sponsorship contains of a sponsor 

associating its brand with a specific event, another company or a sport. There are values that 

are communicated through the sponsorship and this connects the target market with the brand.  

But sometimes when a firm wants to associate itself with beliefs that are not in line with their 

communication aims, it can result in a unclear message to the target market and that could 

harm the integrated communication (Jiffer & Roos, 1999).  

Sponsoring an arena or stadium has increased a lot during the last decades (ibid) Frederick 

and Patil (2010) mean that people have a special kind of relation with sports which has 

resulted in various sporting industries attracting great sponsorship deals. This has led to an 

intense competition. The sporting industry in USA came up in $US30 billion which means 

that it is on the 11 th place as the largest industry (ibid). IEG:s sponsorship report shows the 

total amount of money which is invested on sponsorship in the North America. This study 

proves that 70 % of the sponsorship dollars has gone to sports. Other areas with less invested 

money were arts, fairs, festivals, entertainment, annual events, membership organizations and 

other associations (IEG annual sponsorship report, 2014). 
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Jobber (2007) writes that Canon managed to increase their brand awareness with 45 % among 

males when they decided to sponsor football in England. Jobber (2007) continues and means 

that the main area that brands want to invest financially in is sports. This industry obtains the 

most of the sponsorship interests; this is because of great possibilities of media exposure and 

the chance of getting new consumers and be linked to an individual athlete or team. 

Sponsorship is an efficient way of creating a positive connection for the object and the 

sponsor (Roos & Algotsson, 1996). Sponsorship can be an extremely efficient and useful 

method to build a strong brand means Keller (1998). Clark (1996) writes that sponsorship can 

create more emotional sides to the firm, the brand and the product. This is a benefit because it 

is harder to create these emotional advantages by using traditional marketing (ibid). By 

including sponsorship in a firms marketing strategy, it is many times a successful activity for 

excluding competitors, due to the brands access to a specific exclusivity. In this way, the 

sponsorship can develop the brand’s effort to reach their target group and see their products. 

This is turn can lead to a fast ROI (return on the investment). It is also valuable to keep in 

mind the internal decision making process. This includes questions regarding distribution, 

payment and ordering. The sponsors products needs to be accessible in the right time to make 

sure that the sponsorship can be profitable (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). Jiffer and Roos (1999) mean 

that one good example of sponsorship resulting in higher sales is when the partner has special 

rights to sell their products during the event. This makes the sponsor right to not only expose 

their products but also sell and cut down the costs for being a partner at the same time.  

 

When working with communication, it is important to state the target group. Many companies 

want to reach out to everybody, which is a hard task and cost a lot of money. The 

communication process is more effective when the company has decided and clearly defined 

their target market. By using sponsorship, the company can create a new strategy of reaching 

the target group, or maybe to find a new target market. Some companies are aiming to use 

their sponsorship activity to expose their products with the brand association that they get by 

being involved in the event (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). Before the sponsor enters a new 

sponsorship project, they need to analyse if the sponsorship rights for a specific event 

communicates the certain type of associations they are aiming for. This process for evaluating 

an event is helping the sponsor to take the decision if they should invest in the project. If the 

associations that the event can offer is in the same direction as the sponsors communicative 

goals, they can at that phase state their motives and aims when taking the decision to be 

involved in the new project (Jiffer & Roos, 1999).  

 

Sponsorship and event marketing have a tendency to be described as new significant channels 

of marketing strategies, this means that it is more important to focus on peoples senses to be 

able to create something more than simply traditional marketing and strategies to become 

more competitive on the marketplace (Grönkvist, 2000). 

 

3.3 Events and event marketing 
Hoyle (2002) writes that the history is full of people, creative ones who have had great dreams 

without limitations for their events with the purpose of creating more awareness and 
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increasing sales. Their settings and projects have been varied but they have all had in common 

the three Es within event marketing, these are: 

 Excitement 

 Enterprise 

 Entertainment 

 

Events could be described as being in the context that you want your brand to be associated 

with. This may involve a company sponsoring someone, and gets something that is associated 

with their firm, their logo for example on their partner’s product or event. Or helping with 

arranging a music festival or a company supporting their local sports club.  But it can also be 

an event in the organization's name, such as a kick-off, employee party, a product launch or an 

arrangement where the company's stakeholders are invited (Amnéus, 2011). 

 

Fredriksson and Larson (2007) mean that an event is a time- limited attraction that attracts 

audiences and have arranger/s, programs and participants. In the recent decades, various types 

of events have become increasingly common. One of the main reasons for travelling more is 

different kinds of events and that today’s experience society is characterized by cultural 

events. Thereby organizing an event is one way of marketing a destination and a way of 

promoting and attracting visitors and tourists, locally and nationally, but also on an 

international level. There are several different types of events purely categorical as cultural, 

political, entrepreneurial, sport and others. 

 

A central reason to sponsor is to discover new and other kinds of meeting places where the 

firm’s vital contacts can be amused. Companies can use sponsorship to offer occasions for 

entertainment in fresh and uncommon forms. Sponsorship within sports is not the only kind of 

sponsorship that can be placed in exciting and enjoyable settings, there are different kinds of 

events that are suitable for this type of business entertainment (Jiffer & Roos, 1999). 

 

Event marketing can be described in various ways, one of them is “occurrences designed to 

communicate particular message to target audience” (Kotler, 2003, p.576). Another 

explanation of the event marketing  is ”interactive communication of brand values by staging 

marketing-events as a 3-dimensional brand-related hyper realities in which consumers are 

actively involved on a behavioral level and which would result in their emotional attachment 

to the brand” (Wohlfeil & Wheland, 2006, p.644). The unique aspect of event marketing 

compared to regular sponsorships is that the sponsors of an event buy not only the exposure 

place at one event. They get also valuable rights to use the event in their marketing activities 

(Behrer & Larsson, 1998). Behrer and Larsson (1998) continue and describe that both large as 

well as small brands can use event marketing, despite the size of their target markets. This 

results in event marketing becoming more familiar and is now an activity appropriate to use 

when building brand image (Gupta, 2003). 

 

By being a sponsor to a major event is not only creating an association for the firm with the 

happening that they sponsor. It can also be beneficial to be connected with the rest of the 

sponsors. When a sponsor is seen in the same environment as a right type of brand- possibly a 
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market leader in their field- can result in a specific status. Additionally, a sponsor can make 

contact with the sponsored brand in that positive atmosphere created by the event and this can 

result in advantageous continuing contact and new business opportunities (Jiffer & Roos, 

1999). 

 

The amount of sporting events, only in the US, has increased with 10.5 percent between  

2010-2012. This increase shows that countries and regions that are hosting the events have 

realized the importance of sports events when it comes to developing their tourism, but also in 

terms of economic development. A sports event together with the destination should be 

adapted to the different visitors who might be staying at this type of event to create an act of 

visitors who match the site's marketing objectives. The result of this can be revisiting the 

scene, positive attitudes to the event and economic access for everyone around the event. This 

applies not only to sports events organizers (Alexandris & Kaplanidou 2014). 

  

Larson and Fredriksson (2012) write about how destination development is made through 

events. This demonstrates how todays experience society is strongly influenced by growing 

cultural events and how the experiences of visitors to an event can be a part of attracting 

tourists and locals. This provides the opportunity for national and international marketing. 

Events can in that way help destinations to advertise themselves both nationally and 

internationally to attract visitors (ibid). 

 

3.4 Textile companies that are sponsoring events and sportspeople 
Gina Tricot is the head sponsor of Borås Grand Prix, an annual national elite show jumping 

competition organized by Borås Fältrittklubb. The club has existed in Borås for over 100 

years and Gina Tricot mean that they can help new and established riders to be rewarded for 

their talent. Another event is Falsterbo Horse Show, which is Scandinavia's largest outdoor 

event in the equestrian sport with 60,000 visitors each year and broadcasted in 72 countries. 

Gina Tricot has for several years been sponsoring this event. In conjunction with the event, 

Gina Tricot have launched unique collections inspired by Falsterbo Horse Show and 

equestrianism (Gina Tricot, 2015).

 

The Swedish event GöteborgsVarvet Half Marathon and Adidas have a successful history 

together that stretches 18 years back and now they continue jointly to gather forces to inspire 

more Swedes to start running. 

- That we prolong the contract with Adidas is an acknowledgment of a very successful 

partnership on many levels, both from trade and sporting says the CEO of GöteborgsVarvet 

Bo Edsberger. 

The agreement means that Adidas is the main partner and exclusive sponsor of 

GöteborgsVarvet until 2016. That means in addition to broad exposure also exclusivity in 

terms sports textiles and shoes. GöteborgsVarvet and Adidas also invests in activation to 

inspire more people to start running, for example, with events such as GöteborgsVarvets 

running evenings. These have been very successfully implemented in 300 occasions, with 

about 15 000 participants annually. Nowadays there are running evenings in 18 locations 
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around the country. 

- Extending the contract with GöteborgsVarvet goes hand in hand with our goal to inspire 

more people to start running and get better runners based on their own merits and individual 

goals. During our time together GöteborgsVarvet has grown exponentially while the segment 

of runners is one of Adidas strongest growth areas says Brian Grevy, Nordic CEO of the 

Adidas Group (Göteborgsvarvet, 2015). 

The success of the launch of the boost in early 2013, a revolutionary technology for Adidas 

running shoes, was the start of a major initiative within running for Adidas, with the goal to 

become number one (Dagens träning, 2014).  The benefit of Adidas boost shoe is its endless 

energy and the revolutionary foam. The boost features are the thousands of visible energy 

capsules that store and unleash endless energy every time the foot hits the ground (Adidas, 

2015). Along with Göteborgsvarvet, Lidingöloppet and Midnattsloppet, Stockholm Tunnel 

Run is the fourth big race that Adidas is sponsoring. The races are an important part of Adidas 

large investment in running (Dagens träning, 2014).  

In early 2014 H & M launched a new, updated and expanded sports collection for women, 

men and children. It consists of a wide range of sports garments and accessories in specially 

developed functional material. H & M also dressed the Swedish Olympic team during the 

Winter Olympics and Paralympics in Sochi in 2014, and the upcoming summer Olympics and 

Paralympics in Rio de Janeiro in 2016. 

 

Olympic collection is inspired by Swedish design history and will be developed in 

collaboration with the Swedish Olympic representatives. The athletes will also contribute to 

the design of the new sports collection. This gives customers the opportunity to buy clothes 

and accessories that have been tested by some of the world's best athletes, for attractive prices 

(H&M, 2015). It is the Swedish troops' clothing at the opening and closing ceremonies that H 

& M is designing. In addition, the clothing company create an complete wardrobe that 

Olympians can use during their workouts and in the Olympic village. 

 

- The collection will reflect our Scandinavian design hallmark of a combination of fashion, 

sport and function, says Ann-Sofie Johansson, H & M's head of design in a press release. 

 

H & M made clothes to the Swedish Olympic team during the Olympic Winter Games in 

Sochi in 2014. It is innovative and exciting to allowe a group of Olympians participate in the 

design process, says Stefan Lindeberg, Chairman of the Swedish Olympic Committee in a 

press release (Dagens media, 2013). 

 

H&M is also sponsoring five well-known athletes. The Czech-born tennis player Tomas 

Berdych is one of the world's greatest tennis stars. H&M are proud to be his long-term 

sponsor in clothing. Malin Baryard-Johnsson and Peder Fredricson are prominent Swedish 

riders and fantastic personalities representing H & M's brand in a positive way. 

 

Despite their young age, Nicola and Olivier Philippaerts from Belgium are already in the 
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absolute top in show jumping. With their keen interest in fashion and style, Nicola and Olivier 

are the perfect partners for H & M (H&M, 2015). 

The Swedish sportswear brand Stadium is also sponsoring a range of events in Sweden such 

as;  

 Jib Academy  

 Vikingarännet 

 Vasaloppet 

 Barnens Vasalopp 

 Göteborgsvarvet 

 Stadium Golf Match Play 

 Skandia Jr Golf 

 Stadium Sports Camp 

 Partille Cup 

 Dalecardia Cup 

 Midnattsloppet 

 Stadium Ski Test Weekend 

 (Stadium, 2007) 

Another active sponsor is the Swedish sportswear brand Team Sportia. They are collaborating 

with 1500 sportclubs and also sponsoring different events within their focus product catego-

ries, these are; 

 En Svensk Klassiker 

 Vätternrundan 

 Salomon Trail Tour 

 Vansbrosimningen 

 O-ringen 

 Alliansloppet 

 Hisingen & Västkusten Runt 

(Team Sportia, 2015) 

 

Another sponsor is Panos Emporio, they sponsor Jitex BK from Mölndal. 17 years after the 

groundbreaking partnership with Panos Ljungskile, they are now investing in the women's 

team from Mölndal, outside Gothenburg.  

  

In 1997, when Ljungskile football team went up in the Swedish professional football league, 

climbed the Greek-born entrepreneur Panos Papadopoulos in and broke new ground in 

Swedish sponsorship. The venerable West Coast club changed its name from Ljungskile SK to 

Panos Ljungskile. Panos Papadopoulos, who founded the swimwear company Panos 

Emporio, has now invested again in cooperation with football in the sports world - the classic 

women's team Jitex BK from Mölndal, where Panos Emporio is headquartered. 

 

- Jitex have courted me for years, and I've followed their journey. I have been impressed by 

their youth - and that was the main reason I said yes now. Hopefully more to sponsor Jitex 
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now that they see that it will happen, says Panos Papadopoulos to GT. 

 

Panos Emporios business leader has been criticized for perpetuating gender roles (Dagens 

media, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Co-branding 
Co-branding or brand alliances, some use mixed brands, dual branding, composite branding 

and brand bundling for this kind of partnership. Brand Alliances is a (usually short term) 

collaboration between two brands that give each other a boost, and where both brands are 

included in the final product. Often, the aim is to allow the partners target groups to try the 

brand. An example is when you get bonus points if you book and pay a flight of a particular 

airline and use a certain credit card for that. Co-branding is about developing a consistent and 

thoughtful way to implement activities to be sure to earn by doing it. Because the partnership 

is for a shorter period or limited, it is not justified to create a new brand together (Amnéus, 

2011). 

 

Fredlund (2006) describes that one of the benefits of co-branding is that with the help of each 

other, the companies can create a larger market. It means that the common cake will grow. 

Partnerships can lead to more sales, generate economies of scale in marketing opportunities to 

penetrate new markets. It can also improve the brands' visibility, control, and help them to 

develop better. By sharing resources and capacity, companies can meet customers 'weirdest' 

needs in a cost effective manner. When a known brand is launching a new product it can 

reduce the risk of failure, and it is faster to build a brand with less marketing and development 

costs. Co-branding is not entirely risk free. The strategies can destroy the brands added values 

and confuse loyal customers, if brands do not have personalities that fit together, if they do 

not complement each other in a natural way, or if the cooperation is poorly planned. The 

brands should preferably be at the same level seen from a perspective of how strong they are 

as brands. A weak brand that does not meet the target group's needs or desires can damage the 

strong brand credibility. If one brand is weak compared to the second, there is a great risk that 

the weakest disappears. The weakest brand is also at risk of a poor negotiating position when 

they are about to share the profit (ibid).  

 

3.6 Different sponsorship relations and conditions 
Olkkonen (2001) describes sponsorship as a common and beneficial business relationship 

between two partners, called the sponsor and the sponsored. The author means that 

sponsorship, all business relationships, is about a change of resources between the partners 

and a sponsorship agreement is a relationship where both are actively taking advantage of the 

relationship (ibid). The author argues that the economic aspects of a traditional sponsorship 

cooperation involves exchanges of money and /or the products, services and know-how that 

the sponsor provides to the largely abstract resources that the sponsored organization 

provides. Examples of these are product exposure, image-related advantages, opportunities 
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for VIP benefits and opportunities to build business relationships with each other (Olkkonen, 

2001). Grönkvist (2000) is also highlighting the value of relationships and means that the 

ability to build relationships and networks is a reason for sponsoring. Companies can for 

example use their sponsorship status of representation and invite their partners to events. 

Long-term projects and events gives sponsors an excellent opportunity to network with one 

another and establish contacts. Sponsorships are also used to generate increased sales. The 

personal motive, which means that the company is sponsoring organizations and purposes 

which are close to their heart, is the oldest motive behind the sponsorship. Even though the 

motive can decrease as the business is becoming more professionalized, that reason tend to 

have a special importance many times (ibid). Jiffer and Roos, 1999, p.52 describe different 

results and motives behind different aspects of sponsorship. The first one is association and 

the motives could be; 

 ‟Alter or strengthen image 

 Create preferences  

 Create loyalty” 

The second aspect for sponsoring relates to exposure and the reasons behind that could be; 

 “Brand exposure 

 Product launce 

 Displaying product quality 

 Media coverage-newsworthiness” 

The third aspect for sponsoring is a matter of relationships and reasons behind that could be; 

 “Unusual meeting place- entertainment 

 Activity for employees 

 Network- other sponsors 

 Reach participants  in/audience of the activity” 

The fourth aspect behind sponsoring concerns integrated communication, the reasons behind 

could be; 

 “Carrying message for campaigns 

 Image/PR motive 

 New non-commercial channel 

 Sales at the event” 

Jiffer and Roos (1999) write about different kinds of relations between sponsorship and char-

ity, these are; ‟pure charity- nothing is required or expected of the sponsor.  

Hidden sponsorship- the sponsor expects effects, but imposes no requirements. 

Hidden charity- the sponsor has certain requirements, but anticipates no effects.  

Pure sponsorship- the sponsor requires something specific with anticipated effects” (Jiffer & 

Roos, 1999, p. 26). 
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3.7 CSR 
The globalisation has changed the business environment and also increased the value of 

transparency related to different society problems and this has led to a higher awareness 

among individuals and consumers. This awareness has resulted in consumers having higher 

and more demands related to working conditions, human rights and also that companies are 

taking more environmental responsibility (Svenskt näringsliv, 2014). The Swedish clothing 

market sales was approximately SEK 70 billion in 2010 and dominated by a few large 

companies, such as Lindex, H&M, KappAhl and Varner Group. 

 

The clothing industry is and has historically been an important industry in Sweden. It has 

undergone tremendous structural changes through the years. Fifty years ago, a large part of 

the clothes on the Swedish market were produced in Sweden. The ever-increasing wage levels 

after World War II, companies seeked out south in search of cheaper labor, in order to remain 

competitive on the market. Nowadays more than half of our clothes are produced in low-wage 

countries, while other European countries accounts for most of the remaining production 

(Fairtradecenter, 2013).  

 

Kendall (2009) writes that sustainability is nowadays a growing trend. Sustainable processes 

includes discovering and implementing the kind of production methods that is decreasing the 

physical effects on the environment. There has been a change of direction within the 

marketing literature during the 1990s, the focus have gone from the product attributes and 

advantages to brand building instead. But traditional branding is only a small part of the 

process of developing the brand identity and creating an image among the target group. This 

has led to a greater importance of the aspect corporate social responsibility, CSR. This means 

questions concerning ethics, sustainability, fairness, environment and child labour. By having 

these factors in mind, it is understandable that estetic and emotional aspects are of more 

importance for the brand experience (Hultén, Broweus & Van Dijk, 2008). The researcher 

Marc Gobé describes this as consumer democracy, where the consumers’ opinions of a firm’s 

social responsibility and ethics plays a bigger role. One example of this is in the end of the 

90s when Nike had a drastically weakened image among the American consumers when they 

were exposed of child labour abroad (ibid). 

 

As brands develop and increase their productions, so are their opportunities also increasing 

for working with unfair strategies. As the branded products increase by using large amounts of 

unsupervised employees results in more financial profit in the factory owners pockets. By 

thinking that it is most important to earn the most from the productions, leads to child labour. 

There is a great possibility that employees that are working at fashion brand, will take more 

responsibility in the future for fixing employees unfair working conditions. Employees at 

different industries, such as fashion, interior and retail know about the size of this kind of 

problems. But these problems are remaining due to the distance between factory owners and 

their producers and the employees who are planning and designing the products. The 

planners’ have clear problems related to controlling the working conditions for the employees 

who are making their products (Kendall, 2009). 
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Inspite of the fact that companies are taking more responsibility nowadays and the situation 

has improved since the scandals on during 1990, there are still a great amount of reports that 

shows that companies are lacking in social responsibility in the developing countries 

(Fairtradecenter, 2013). Different industries have been affected and shaped because of the 

effects of the globalisation and one of them is the textile industry (ibid). 

 

The fashion industry exploits more than just human resources. Other effects concerns natural 

resources, they are exhausted due to the textile productions. The producers are spraying toxic 

pesticides, this is necessary to keep away the insects from the cotton fields. The cotton 

production results in heat and steam emission. There are other damaging chemicals that 

producers use when colouring and finishing cotton and these ends up in the water and ground. 

So textile factories are responsible for giant amounts of carbon trails (Kendall, 2009). 

 

A part of corporate social responsibility and marketing strategies is CRM (Cause-related 

marketing). This means that a firm choose to cooperate with charities and market that they are 

involved in that kind of organization (Pracejus & Olsen, 2004). Regardless of the charity aim, 

the firm have to assure that it suits their brand to be sure that the consumers are going to 

experience it in a positive way. Moreover, it is important that they match the shape of their 

charity cooperation with what their brand stand for (William & Endacott, 2004). According to 

the Swedish fundraising control organization (2013), Swedish brands gave 979 million 

Swedish crowns to different kinds of charities. Grönroos (2000) highlights that sports is the 

largest popular movement and very important for public health as the majority of the 

population do sports and exercise. Entertainment industry, where the sports industry is 

included, plays an important role in society, awakens strong emotions and creates a large 

commitment. It is therefore important that companies within the industry are acting as good 

role models and take social responsibility. 

 

3.8 Sponsorship evaluation 
Back in time sponsorship was about charity or patronage. Firms tended to often sponsor 

events or other projects that were in their own personal interest. Many higher employees have 

got critic due to their involvement in sponsoring sailing or golf, which has been a decision 

based on their own passion for those kinds of sports. Not to forget, sponsorship always im-

plies some kind of commercial deal between the sponsored event and the sponsor (Jiffer & 

Roos, 1999). 

A common reason for the sponsorship failure is that businesses do not follow up the sponsor-

ship investment with appropriate advertising, PR and other promotional methods (Fahy et al. 

2004). 

 

Amis and Slack (1999) mean that in successful collaborations, both parties are usually very 

involved in the cooperation and putting a lot of time in each other's activities and the joint 

venture. To create major competitive advantages required, however, long-term approach, 

which in turn requires resources that companies may not possess. The intangible assets in-

clude brand equity, brand equity, and brand development, brand management. In order to 
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grasp the value of the sponsorship, the company that sponsors understands the sponsored 

brand, its image and consider the motives that the sponsorship is based on. Image means the 

image of the brand that the consumers receive, and it is this image that the company can im-

prove and develop through sponsorship (Fahy et al. 2004). The capacity of the organization is 

important, which includes experienced sponsor managers, market-oriented capabilities and 

well organized routines. Another aspect is that the company has a good organization built 

around the sponsorship, which is a key aspect that determines how successful the cooperation 

will be (Fahy et al. 2004). 

Sponsors tend to have expectations concerning the results from a sponsorship activity so there 

can be clear demands from both sides to get something in return. An increasing amount of 

firms are seeing sponsorship as a strategy for marketing themselves so there is also an in-

creased focus on the commercial possibilities and different expected advantages (Jiffer & 

Roos, 1999) Marwitz (2007) writes that to be able to create a successful sponsorship plan, 

there has to be operational, strategic but also non-economic objectives. The most central crite-

ria’s for an effective sponsorship has to be stated from the beginning. 

Hoyle (2002) means that when a sponsor is investing in an event, they want and expect a form 

of measurable return from that activity. IEG’s Complete Guide to Sponsorship describes three 

ways for the sponsor to count on the ROI:  

1. By measuring the awareness numbers or evaluating people’s attitudes about a 

sponsor’s service or their product/products 

2. By measuring the increase from the sponsor’s sales of services or products 

3. Comparing media coverage from the event with the cost of the same kind of 

advertising 
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4.0 Empirical and theoretical analysis 
In this fourth chapter I will analyse and discuss my theoretical and empirical 

findings. 
 

On the question if the connection between the respondents' operations and the sponsor's 

products is essential when selecting the partner replied Partille Cup: Yes it is important. 

Stockholm Marathon Group: Yes, they have to believe in us and we have to believe in them, 

there has to be a synergy between us. Gothenburg Youth Games: We are dealing with youth and 

have a meaningful business and it is natural that we do not sell ourselves for money but we 

want to improve our economy. We have said no to dietary supplements because we have a 

healthy business. If a tobacco company offers cooperation, it is a no. Intersport answered: Ice 

hockey, football, floor ball, handball have the most members in Sweden, football is the most 

popular sport and products for that sport sells the most in our stores. We are also focusing on 

getting more Intersport club members for example parents to these football players. But we 

don’t exclude other sports like swimming, athletics. When comparing your sales area during 

Gothenburg Youth Games and Partille Cup, I could see a clear difference, I could barely see 

your sales area during Gothenburg Youth Games but during Partille Cup, you have such a large 

tent and other advertising so you can not miss it, what is your explanation? This is because the 

Gothenburg Youth Games has been a local matter for our former Intersport owner and he was 

involved in the collaboration so I am not the right person to speak more about that. We have a 

different agreement with Partille Cup, a central contract and it is important that we have sales 

so we can count home on that event. Regarding the last interview you mentioned that when you 

choose who to sponsor, it must be within your focus categories. What kind of factors are behind 

how large sales area and advertising you choose to invest in an event? There are two things, the 

first is that it is the right event such as running, cycling, and also partly the number of 

participants. As for Gothia Cup and Partille Cup, we know that we have great sales so we have 

large sales areas there. This is in the same line as Jiffer and Roos (1999) when they write that 

the sponsors products needs to be accessible in the right time to make sure that the sponsorship 

can be profitable. They continue and describe that one good example of sponsorship resulting 

in higher sales is when the partner has special rights to sell their products during the event. This 

makes the sponsor right to not only expose their products but also sell and cut down the costs 

for being a partner at the same time (ibid).  

 

Gothenburg Youth Games mentioned: We within athletics is not in the same position as others 

in ice hockey, football and other team sports, what do you think about this? How do you see 

athletics compared to ice hockey, football and other team sports? Intersport responded: We 

signed an agreement two weeks ago with the Swedish Athletic Association and they represent 

many fine values and are becoming more active in races. They have also the Athletic school 

and Swedish runners. Athletics summarize more all the values of sports clubs and are not as 

elitist as ice hockey and football. Gothenburg Youth Games mentioned that you were not so 

active in the beginning of your cooperation, but that you see it now as a good target group, what 

is your explanation for this? Intersport: It is true and now when we have a cooperation with the 

Swedish Athletic Association, we can reach children and youth with parents and it is an 

interesting target group. Gothenburg Youth Games also mentioned that he does not see you as 
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a sponsor and saw you rather as a co-partner, what is your explanation for this? I do not know 

the details of how the cooperation look like since it is been managed locally so it is hard to say.  

 

Concerning what the most important criteria when respondents analyze the selection of 

sponsors Partille Cup answered: Companies that are with us have good and healthy values so 

that they can strengthen us in our profile. We do not associate ourselves with tobacco companies, 

foreign gaming companies or other companies that can be interpreted as negative.  

Fredlund (2006) emphases similar aspects and means that co-branding is not entirely risk free. 

The strategies can destroy the brands added values and confuse loyal customers, if brands do 

not have personalities that fit together, if they do not complement each other in a natural way, 

or if the cooperation is poorly planned. 

Stockholm Marathon Group: Involvement is important, they can have the best product but if 

they don’t want to get involved it will be wrong anyway. Gothenburg Youth Games: If they 

have an attitude that is based on the operations that we run and if it is in line with our 

organization. Intersport answered: They have to be in line with our products categories and 

strategies and we have to find a potential sales possibility. There has to be some kind of value 

to be associated with an event. 

 

Regarding what kind of benefits the sponsored companies see in having sponsors responded 

Partille Cup: It's about both strengthening our own brand and generating revenue. Stockholm 

Marathon Group believes that: Sponsors brings the event before, during and after soft values. 

Both fun and inspiring things. Gothenburg Youth Games answered: First, financially, it was a 

struggle first years to keep the event in life and partly a service orientation. Those who go to a 

big track competition, expect to be able to sleep well, eat well and be able to buy sporting 

goods that they need and that sports clubs expect. This aspect of financial help is in the same 

line as Ellen (2010), she mentions that the need for sponsorship is vital for large events within 

the sports industry because there’s a great need of financial investments. For that reason, 

events tend to use official sponsors. Intersport answered: Positive aspects of sponsoring is that 

we can strengthen our brand, increase our brand exponation, get an increased network, find 

new relations with big companies for example Volvo, Svenska Spel and create new 

relationships with their employees and our Intersport stores. This is in the same direction as 

Jiffer & Roos (1999), they mean that by being a sponsor to a major event is not only creating 

an association for the firm with the happening that they sponsor. It can also be beneficial to be 

connected with the rest of the sponsors. When a sponsor is seen in the same environment as a 

right type of brand- possibly a market leader in their field- can result in a specific status. 

Olkkonen (2001) points out that a sponsorship agreement is a relationship where both parties 

actively are taking advantage of the relationship. The positive aspects of sponsoring Partille 

Cup Intersport answered: that it is the world's largest youth soccer tournament, we are strong 

in handball and have good sales during the event. Regarding Stockholm Marathon Group: 

Financially, that we have good sales and strong brands. Grönkvist (2000) is on the same path 

as Intersport when the author means that sponsorships are used to generate increased sales. 

Concerning Gothenburg Youth Games Intersport answered: I can not answer to that question.  

 

Regarding disadvantages in having sponsors Partille Cup responded: we see no direct 
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disadvantages. Stockholm Marathon Group: There are always participants and customers that 

do not want commercial messages, commercialism, and it is difficult to please everyone. 

Communication from the sponsors product or messages do not fit exactly all. As during 

Tjejmilen some people ask “why is this sponsor saying this to me” and the receiver is not 

liking it. We will never get 100 percent of the participants to write on all sponsorship 

announcements. Gothenburg Youth Games: Not yet, there is a mutual cooperation and we do 

not have a head sponsor who can put a lot of money at our events. Intersport answered: 

Negative aspects of sponsoring is that it can sometimes be a little bit unsure when we are 

creating a new cooperation with organizers of a new event. We are investing a lot of money in 

it but not getting the expected results from that activity. 

 

Regarding what the respondents believe that the sponsors get out of sponsoring them 

answered Partille Cup: Sponsors are buying a right of us and in that right there are some 

expectations on sales and they are deciding their targets and seeing if they reach it or not. Or 

maybe it will increase brand awareness in comparison to what they expect. Stockholm 

Marathon Group: It is different depending on which event it is, regardless of brand or product 

they get out their communication to an audience that is attractive and in a positive sense. It is 

a positive context and most of them kicks on it. Roos & Algotsson (1996) write about similar 

aspects and mean that sponsorship is an efficient way of creating a positive connection for the 

object and the sponsor. Gothenburg Youth Games: There are some different factors, some are 

helping because of good will, and do not get out very much at a lower level and they should 

not be underestimated when we borrow things free from them. Some other larger sponsors 

makes it as a part of their business. There is a mutual interest in keeping it alive. Meenaghan 

(1983) writes about different kinds of involvement as Gothenburg Youth Games mentioned, 

the author writes that sponsorship can be seen as a financial or in-kind help to an event e.g., 

festival, fair, sports, arts and the purpose can be business related. Gothenburg Youth Games 

mentioned that "Intersport has been there from the beginning and probably not earning that 

much on helping us but we have had a very good partnership." Why do you think he said that? 

Is it true? Intersport answered: A little hard for med to judge when I have not been involved in 

Gothenburg Youth Games.  

 

Regarding if they see any risks to be sponsored responded Partille Cup: That a company 

commits few errors and gets a bad name, then it can affect us. Stockholm Marathon Group: 

Yes, there are some risks. There is a responsibility towards the sponsor and it promises 

something in the form of a contract and we must deliver. There is a risk that not everyone will 

love the communication from the sponsors. There will always be someone saying something 

about it. Some sponsors think that if they invest one crown in our event they should get back 

four crowns when they are together with us. If they do not get back the invested several times, 

they will not find it so good. We try to do it as good as possible so they will be happy. 

Gothenburg Youth Games: The day that we are a bigger event and when the partners invested 

money increase, I guess they want to have more influence in the event but that side we have 

not seen. Intersport answered: It is hard to make money on some events and an activation can 

cost more money compared to what it is profitable. A risk related to sponsoring can be if it’s a 

new event and the project managers have big ambitions and we have invested a lot of money 
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in it and when the event takes place there are not as many visitors as expected. You mentioned 

in the last interview that it is important to get a win when you participate in an event, and that 

you can count home money on the event, is it true that you can lose money on certain events 

such as the World Youth Games? Yes we can do that, it is true. It is quite tough and difficult 

but we think we can get a win in the event and there is value in all communication around the 

event. Ellen (2010) mentions the same communication aspect and means that sponsors get 

special rights to advertise during events and in that way increasing their brand awareness.  

 

Regarding whether they have experienced any positive effects related to their sponsorships 

answered Partille Cup: Absolutely, especially those partners who do activities and then some 

form of event marketing as it creates added value and the visitors get an experience at the 

same time. Behrer and Larsson (1998) write about the same subject and mean that both large 

as well as small brands can use event marketing, despite the size of their target market. Gupta 

(2003) mention that event marketing is becoming more familiar and is now an activity 

appropriate to use when building brand image (Gupta, 2003). Stockholm Marathon Group: 

Yes, both expected and unexpected effects. A positive unexpected can be when we were 

sampling Cactus fruit bars and the activity was a competition among the children, and the 

products ended very fast and they had sampled all tastes because it was well received, and the 

kids were competing to get hold of all the different flavors during the sampling. The expected 

positive effects may be that there can be a brand that many people have a rather negative 

attitude towards or you have a certain opinion about them. For example SJ who have a hard 

time with their brand. People perceive that they do not come in time and when they are with 

us during the event and talk about time to turn that into what the common man's view, the 

time via the event to turn it into what you think of the brand then it is a positive turn. 

Gothenburg Youth Games: Yes of course, when we started the cooperation with hotels and 

were able to get such good prices as it is not so easy with hotel rooms during the summer in 

Gothenburg. In the end, it's about the athletes being happy so they want to come back. We 

have Scandinavia's biggest competition today, we do this because it's a good competition, it is 

a professional pride and we try to involve the whole club, active parents, 300 volunteers. 

 

Regarding whether they have experienced any negative effects related to the sponsorship 

responded Partille Cup: No. Stockholm Marathon Group: Usually it can be when we sample a 

product and there is a misconception about what the product is or that they have not read what 

is written on it, or that they have not asked about it during the event. Such as a cooling gel 

that has been one of the products in a goodie bag and some believed that it should be eaten 

instead of laying on aching bones, they have not asked or read the text on the sampled 

product. Gothenburg Youth Games: No, can not say it. Intersport answered: We have not 

experienced any clear negative effects related to sponsoring. 

 

Regarding how they perceive to have sponsors for an event compared to other types of 

marketing activities answered Partille Cup: Our marketing activities are mostly about the 

association, and revenue and we do not use sponsors primarily as a marketing measure, but it 

is mostly they who use us. We use other types of marketing activities to reach out with our 

brand. Stockholm Marathon Group: Our events live through the whole year, and it depends on 
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how much the sponsor become active and involved and therefore they can get different 

effects, which depends on how much effort they put in. Both digitally and live the sponsors 

can capture the audience and get many parameters in a sponsorship with us. Amis and Slack 

(1999) are on the same direction and write that in successful collaborations, both partners are 

usually very involved in the cooperation and laying a lot of effort in each other's activities. 

Gothenburg Youth Games: No problem with that, regarding Scandic and Intersport it is good 

that they advertise for us. Something we also like to arrange is the race Blodomloppet, where 

ICA is a partner and when we can help to get more donors, and promote the race and blood 

donation, it's great. Concerning how Intersport sees sponsorship compared to other types of 

marketing activities they answered: Sponsorship is an integrated part of our market 

communication plan and more measurable compared to other traditional marketing. 

Sponsorship is more active, concrete and measurable than to other types of marketing. 

Boshoff and Gerber (2008) point out that by transferring sports to a commercial arena gives 

sponsors great opportunities for developing their communication and strengthening their 

brand. 

 

 

How the respondents think in terms of their brand on having sponsors responded Partille Cup: 

Positive, two brands between that are benefiting from each other's brand awareness and 

image. Fredlund (2006) highlights in the same direction and describes that one of the benefits 

of co-branding is that with the help of each other, the companies can create a larger market. It 

means that the common cake will grow. Partnerships can lead to more sales, generate 

economies of scale in marketing opportunities to penetrate new markets. Stockholm Marathon 

Group: Here the sponsors are very important, it is more an event than a race and the sponsors 

of the event add value. Stockholm Marathon is more a race and more service to the 

participants as the right sports drink. Tjejmilen on the other hand, it is everything between 

heaven and earth that is in one's overall lifestyle. Gothenburg Youth Games: As long as it is 

consistent and something that we can stand it is good. Intersport said: Sponsorship in 

perspective to our brand goes hand in hand with our ambition to become best at sports 2017. 

The sport sponsoring is going to be in line with our product categories and our strive to be 

involved in events and sport associations in a positive sense. Jobber (2007) highlights within 

the same topic that the main area that brands want to invest financially in is sports. This 

industry obtains the most of the sponsorship interests; this is because of the great possibilities 

of media exposure and the chance of getting new consumers and be linked to an individual 

athlete or team. 

 

 

Based on your brand, how do you see your sponsorship cooperation with Intersport responded 

Partille Cup: Intersport is a major global brand with a European focus, they are associated 

with sports, public health, professionalism, and it is equivalent to what we want to be 

associated with. Stockholm Marathon Group: Intersport is available throughout the country 

and we are across the country with different races and we can talk about different things in 

order to sell more products. We have the same target and both want to inspire to a healthy and 

good living. Gothenburg Youth Games: We see no problems whatsoever, they are one of a 
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number of players in the major sports firms. Intersport said that: We have really good relations 

with our partners because we are choosing them carefully. Good relations is the most 

important thing. Intersport responded regarding their cooperation with Partille Cup that: It is 

only positive. As handball is one of our primary sports and it is a world cup. Concerning 

Stockholm Marathon Group Intersport answered: running is our largest and most important 

category, so it's of course positive and long-term. Regarding Gothenburg Youth Games: I have 

difficult to answer that question. 

 

When asking what Intersport contributes to the respondents' operations answered Partille Cup: 

they contribute with a financial agreement and are responsible for our gift collection, it's 

mainly that. Stockholm Marathon Group: They build a store for both races and have 

inspirational meetings around the country, store events. They have a fun activity during 

Tjejmilen where participants can shoot themselves and get a picture home. Gothenburg Youth 

Games: They build a shop inside the stadium and are selling sporting products, and we can 

have opinions on what they should sell there and the service point of view. They sell foremost 

t-shirts, which is very popular and they are designed after our competition. Intersport said: We 

know that our partners get a strong brand, it is strengthening their events/sport associations 

and it is positive for them be seen with a strong brand as Intersport. Intersport is a well-known 

brand, 98 % of the Swedish people know Intersport more or less.  

 

Regarding what Intersport thinks that they contribute to Partille Cup they answered: We are 

helping them to make the event to a great experience for participants and families and having 

good offers to all participants. Concerning Stockholm Marathon Group: We contribute by 

making a better experience for the participants. Gothenburg Youth Games: We contribute to 

make it more fun by having an activation and sales. I am no more familiar with it. When 

asking what Partille Cup contributes to Intersport's business they answered: What I 

specifically can think of is that we can use the event in our communication. There is a value in 

itself to be a partner of Partille Cup. Regarding Stockholm Marathon they answered: It is a 

good partner and provides great access to all the races and to customers. This is in the same 

direction as Jiffer & Roos (1999) when they mean that a reason for being a sponsor to an 

event could be the possibility of reaching the participants. For example, by reaching a large 

number of runners that are participating in a marathon one day could lead to successful 

business. The amount of people at that kind of event is most likely an interesting target 

market. There is also a possibility for the sponsors to get access to contact details for the 

participants, and that way lengthen their sponsorship by sending out direct mails before the 

event but also after (ibid). Concerning Gothenburg Youth Games Intersport answered: What I 

specifically can think of is that we can use the event in our communication. There is a value in 

itself to be a partner of Gothenburg Youth Games. This is what Jiffer & Roos (1999) point out 

when they write that if the associations that the event can offer is in the same direction as the 

sponsor’s communicative goals, they are then a suitable partner (Jiffer & Roos, 1999).  

 

How respondents experience their cooperation with Intersport Partille Cup answered: Very 

positive. Stockholm Marathon Group: Good and fun, we have the same challenge that we 

want women to exercise across the country and we work well together. Gothenburg Youth 
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Games: For me it is very good, it's an old childhood friend of mine and when you meet them 

as a sports friend and not a big company, it becomes a natural interface. Regarding how 

Intersport experience their cooperation with Partille Cup they answered: Very positive. 

Concerning Stockholm Marathon Group: it is very positive. Regarding Gothenburg Youth 

Games: I can not answer to that question. 

 

If the respondents see any risks in having Intersport as a sponsor responded Partille Cup: If 

the company gets a bad reputation it would rub off on us. Stockholm Marathon Group: No, no 

risks. Gothenburg Youth Games: No, I can not see any risks. They have been there from the 

beginning and are probably not earning so much money on helping us but we have had a very 

good partnership. Concerning Partille Cup Intersport said: No, I don’t. Regarding Stockholm 

Marathon Group Intersport answered: No, not directly, but the races are stagnating in the 

number of participants or decrease so it is a negative aspect/risk. Concerning Gothenburg 

Youth Games: I can not answer to that question. Fredlund (2006) mentions risks within co-

branding and mean that the brands should preferably be at the same level seen from a 

perspective of how strong they are as brands. A weak brand that does not meet the target 

group's needs or desires can damage the strong brand credibility. If one brand is weak 

compared to the second, there is a great risk that the weakest disappears. The weakest brand is 

also at risk of a poor negotiating position when they are about to share the profit. 
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5.0 Conclusion 
In this fifth chapter I will present my conclusion and answer my research 

questions and the purpose for this study. Furthermore, I will present my ideas 

regarding future research.  
 

5.1 Research question 1 
 

- How do different sponsorship relations look like? 

 

Intersport are sponsoring by having sales areas and/or activities’ during the events. During 

Partille Cup they have Intersport boost area where participants can try their physical skills in 

different things related to handball. During Stockholm Marathon Group's event Tjejmilen, 

participants can be photographed and get a picture with them home and they are also having 

activities in their shops before the event takes place to inspire the participants and offer them 

the right equipment. During Gothenburg Youth Games, Intersport doesn’t have any specific 

activity at the event, they only have a small tent where they are selling athletic products and 

merchandising for the event. From the observators’ point of view, it looks like Intersport is 

happily involved in running events and team sport cups and enjoy to show their products 

within those categories. Their relation with Gothenburg Youth Games seems to be less 

developed and more like an agreement they’ve had for so long that they don’t actually know 

what it means for them. An agreement which is just good to have because they want to find 

more sales possibilities, they are not trying to make that involvement more into event 

marketing like they are doing at other events where they have activities involving the 

participants and trying to create some extra value connected to their brand. Intersport had a 

hard time trying to give some kind of answer on that partnership and on questions related to 

Gothenburg Youth Games. The respondent from that event mentioned an interesting aspect, he 

didn’t saw Intersport as a "sponsor", he wanted to use the word "partner" instead. Maybe the 

reason behind this is Intersport's lack of interest and unwillingness to invest money in 

developing their involvement in athletic events. Moreover, maybe another reason is that he 

has noticed the difference how Intersport's involvement in team sport events and running 

events look like compared to what they get within athletics. The other respondents used the 

word sponsor when they talked about Intersport.  

 

5.2 Research question 2 
 

- What kind of factors are there behind these relations and how are they seen? 

 

Intersport has a sales area at Partille Cup, Tjejmilen, Stockholm Half marathon and 

Gothenburg Youth Games and they can sell t-shirts, other merchandising and sporting goods 

during the events. Intersport wants to count home money on the different events and get a win 

from the cooperations’. They are always focusing on selling products but there is also a great 

value for them to be able to communicate that they are a part of the event, supporting sport 

associations and teams. This can be perceived as good will for some but the main reason for 
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having so much cooperations’ is that they want to have more channels for selling more 

products, reaching new target groups and marketing their special offers through the events.  

The event organizers are positive about their cooperations’ with Intersport due to the sports 

retailer's position on the market, their values and image. They are also happy to be connected 

with Intersport, because it is such a strong and well-known brand and it can strengthen their 

events and brands. The shop experience is a part of the events and therefore Intersport plays 

an important role in creating a nice shop environment and that way adding value to these 

events. During Partille Cup they have a nice shopping tent and every square meter is well or-

ganized. They are offering merchandising for both men, women, children and there are all 

kinds of colours and models but also the complete collection of products for the handball 

players. On the other side, during Gothenburg Youth Games the atmosphere gives a feeling of 

not so professional selling and the area is quite messy. They have much less merchandising 

compared to Partille Cup and it could be summarized as having the most important products 

for the athletes like track and field spikes and the customer is not eager to stay there for a 

longer time. Even though there is a possibility that they would like to stay there for a longer 

time to have the chance of touching, feeling and trying different models. That is an important 

part of the perceived shop experience. There whole sales area is just a couple of square meters 

which makes is chaotic and very crowded if too many people are there at the same time. At 

Intersport's sales area during Partille Cup, the customer can walk around for a long time and 

find all kinds of products they might need during the cup. Moreover, visitors who are not 

handball players can also find products for their needs and wants. 

Intersport are happy to be seen with the different events and to be a part of them in a positive 

sense. This is because their chosen cooperations’ are within their product categories and it 

strengthens their brand, gives an image of having a range of products that can fulfil peoples’ 

different needs and wants and improves their possibility of reaching their vision of being best 

at sports 2017. The common factor is that both the sponsored events such as Intersport are 

happy to increase their own brand exponation but also to be exponated together and the 

different brand associations, which are seen as positive, is a core point. These are both 

Intersport and the sponsored events gladly taking advantage of and proudly standing for. The 

respondents pointed out that it is important that their partnerships’ are in line with their 

organizations’ and this is an important factor when choosing new cooperations’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The figure shows Intersport's levels of professionalism and business relationships in the three 

different events.  

Gothenburg Youth Games 

Stockholm Marathon 

Group/Tjejmilen, 

Stockholm Half Marathon 

Partille Cup 
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5.3 Research question 3 
 

- How does different sponsorship relations become meaningful to different actors involved? 

 

The relations with Intersport are meaningful for Partille Cup and Stockholm Marathon Group 

because Intersport are both selling suitable products for the specific events and creating fun 

event activities and bringing value for the participants and the organizers. Intersport can use 

their cooperations’ in their extern marketing and also find new target groups and sales 

channels through the partnerships. Gothenburg Youth Games and the former Intersport owner 

have a great relation due to their old friendship which is seen from the event organizers view 

as helping them but probably not earning that much. Intersport are beginning to understand 

the great value in cooperating with people within athletics now when they have not only 

partnerships with sport associations within team sports, they have also a new agreement with 

the Swedish Athletic Association. On the other side, Intersport has a sales area during 

Gothenburg Youth Games which is hard to notice compared to Partille Cups. This is probably 

partly due to athletics different status compared to football and ice hockey but also because of 

Intersport's product categories, they mentioned many times that they want to count home 

money, get a win and find new sales possibilities. Maybe is has been obvious to invest a lot of 

money in sales areas at football and handball events instead of athletics because they are 

counting on selling more products to the players within team sports because they need more 

of Intersport's products compared to people practising athletics. Intersport said that the sales 

are high during the football and handball cups, this seems to have resulted in Intersport not so 

eager in laying effort in other kinds of events where they know that the sales are ok or not so 

good. Intersport wants to constantly find more sales possibilities, they have now a new 

partnership with the Swedish Athletic Association, which can be seen as a step towards 

finding more customers within individual sports, get the athletes and their parents as club 

members and expanding their range of cooperations’. Both the event organizers and 

Intersport, highlight how important it is to have good relations with the sponsors and the 

sponsored events and to choose the cooperations’ carefully. They respondents working with 

the events, mention that the sports environment is very pleasurable and nice and emphasize 

that their cooperations’ with Intersport are fun and natural. An interesting aspect is that 

Intersport doesn’t see any risks with their cooperations, they seem to be very secure and safe 

with their relations and take for granted that nothing could harm their brand.  A reason for this 

could be that they are thoughtful and careful before entering a new partnership. They 

mentioned that a risk for them could be a decreasing number of participants in a race or event, 

which could lead to lower sales. The event organizers are mentioning that if a sponsors get a 

bad reputation or does some kind of mistake, it could damage their brand. Another aspect is if 

the sponsors’ invested money in an event is increasing, the risks could also increase or if the 

event is not reaching the sponsors expectations in terms of sales, brand exponation, amount of 

participants. 

 

5.4 Future research  
This thesis can be valuable for companies that are interested of beginning to sponsor events, 

persons or teams. They can take part of research and read about attractive advantages within 
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sponsorship but also be informed of potential risks when having these partnerships. This study 

can also be useful for the people who are working with events that not have any sponsors and 

by reading this investigation they can find a new interesting business opportunity. Regarding 

future research it would be interesting to investigate how a destination for example 

Gothenburg, how the people who are working with destination marketing and development 

experience their relations with the different event organizers. Moreover, what they think about 

these international youth cups and other sports events that takes place in Gothenburg. 

 

Sponsorship is a growing market in terms of marketing communication – there is much left to 

do in terms of research on how and in what way sponsorship creates value and for whom. 
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Telephone interviews 

Tommy Öberg, Intersport, 2015-05 -08. 

Axel Lönnqvist, Stockholm Marathon Group, 2015- 06-12. 

Per Crona, Gothenburg Youth Games, 2015- 06-16. 

Fredrik Andersson, Partille Cup, 2015- 06-17. 

Tommy Öberg, Intersport, 2015-08-21. 

 

Appendix- Interview guide  
 

The first interview with Tommy Öberg, Head of Sponsorship & Partnership 

at Intersport  
 

Why are you sponsoring? 

What is the purpose? 

What kind of sponsorship are you doing? 

Does your company take the first contact with the potential partners or are they contacting 

your company? 

How much of your company's marketing budget goes to sponsorship? 

How do you think when you decide who / whom to sponsor, do you have any strategies? 

Is the connection between the sponsored team, event and the companys products important in 

the selection of partners? 

If yes, why? 

Are you focusing on some sport/sports? 

If so, why them? 

What is the most important criteria when you analyze the selection of potential partners? 

Why? 

What can be the type of underlying reason when you turn down a sponsorship? 

 

Do you evaluate your sponsorship activities? How? 

What are you measuring?  

What kind of method/methods do you use? 

How often do you evaluate? 

Have you seen any results/effects? What kind? 

Who analyzes the results, the effects? Internally? 

Are you comparing the results of your sponsorship with the objectives of an sponsorship 

activity? 

Do you have any external person who evaluates your sponsorship? 

How do you think regarding how much your business will sponsor in total? 

Per team? 

Event? 
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What kind of advantages do you see in sponsoring? 

What kind of disadvantages do you see in sponsoring? 

How do you see sponsorship compared to other types of marketing activities? 

How do you see your relationships with your partners? 

What do you think the sponsored teams and events get out of you to sponsor them? 

Do you have short and long term goals with your sponsorship? 

Do you see sponsorship as a long-term or short-term investment? 

Do you see any risks to sponsor? 

If so, what kind of risks? 

Do you have plans for how you handle negative incidents regarding your sponsorships? 

Have you experienced any negative effects of your sponsorship? 

If so, how did you deal with it? 

How do you see sponsorship in relation to your brand? 

How do you see the future within sponsorship? 

 

The interviews with Stockholm Marathon Group, Gothenburg Youth 

Games and Partille Cup   

Why do you choose to be sponsored? 

What is the purpose? 

What type of sponsorship does your partners contribute with? 

How do you think about which ones you should have as sponsors, do you have any strategy 

for that? 

Is the relationship between your company and the sponsor's products important when 

choosing a partner? 

Do you take the first contact or does potential sponsors contact you? 

What is the most important criteria when considering who is a suitable sponsor? 

Do you evaluate your partners sponsorship? 

What do you measure? 

How often are you measuring? 

Are you comparing the results from the sponsorship activity with the sponsors stated goals? 

What kind of benefits are there when having sponsors? 

- Disadvantages? 

How do you experience your relations with your sponsors? 

What do you think they get out of sponsoring you? 

Do you see any risks related to being sponsored? 

Have you experienced any positive effects related to your sponsors? 

Have you experienced any negative effects related to your sponsors? 

How do you think about having sponsors for an event compared with other types of marketing 

activities? 

Based on your brand, what do you think about the aspect of having sponsors? 

Based on your brand, what do you think about your sponsorship cooperation with Intersport? 

What does Intersport bring to your business? 

How do you feel about the cooperation with Intersport? 
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How do you see the future within sponsorship and events? 

 

The second interview with Tommy Öberg, Head of Sponsorship & 

Partnership at Intersport 
 
Gothenburg Youth Games 

When comparing your sales area during Gothenburg Youth Games and Partille Cup, there is a 

clear difference, it is hard to see your tent at Gothenburg Youth Games but during Partille 

Cup, you have such a large tent and advertising so you can not miss it, what is the reason 

behind this? 

What are the factors behind for how large sales area and advertising you choose to invest in 

an event? 

How do you see athletics compared to ice hockey, football and other team sports? 

Gothenburg Youth Games mentioned that you were not so active in the beginning of your 

cooperation, but that you see it now as a good target group, what is your explanation for this? 

Per Crona at Gothenburg Youth Games mentioned that "Intersport has been there from the 

beginning and probably not earning not so much to help us but we have had a very good 

partnership." Why do you think he said that? Is it true? 

You mentioned in the last interview that it is important to get a profit when you participate in 

an event, and that you can count home money on an event, is it true that you can lose money 

on certain events such as the Gothenburg Youth Games? 

Per Crona mentioned that you were not so active in the beginning of your cooperation, but 

you see it now as a good target audience, how do you think about this? 

He also mentioned that he does not think that you are a sponsor but would rather talk about 

you as a co-partner, what is your opinion regarding this? 

Based on your brand, how do you see your sponsorship cooperation with Gothenburg Youth 

Games? 

What do you think you contribute with to the Gothenburg Youth Games? 

What does Gothenburg Youth Games contribute to your business? 

How do you feel about your cooperation with Gothenburg Youth Games? 

Do you see any negative aspects of sponsoring Gothenburg Youth Games? 

Or risks? 

How do you see your relationship with Gothenburg Youth Games? 

What kind of positive aspects do you see of sponsoring Gothenburg Youth Games? 

 

Stockholm Marathon Group 

Axel Stockholm Marathon Group said that there are some sponsors who prefer to invest one 

crown in an event but get back four crowns, what is your opinion regarding this? 

How do you see your relationship with Stockholm Marathon Group? 

What do you get out of sponsoring Stockholm Half Marathon and Tjejmilen? 

What kind of value do you feel that you bring Stockholm Half Marathon and Tjejmilen? 

Based on your brand, how do you see your sponsorship cooperation with Stockholm 

Marathon Group? 

What does Stockholm Marathon Group contribute to your business? 
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What do you think that you contribute with to Stockholm Marathon Group? 

How do you feel about your cooperation with Stockholm Marathon Group? 

Do you see any negative aspects of sponsoring Stockholm Marathon Group? 

Or risks? 

What do you see positive aspects do you see of sponsoring the Stockholm Marathon Group? 

 

Partille Cup 

What are your reasons for sponsoring Partille Cup? 

How did you experience your Intersport boost area activity during Partille Cup? 

What do you think you contribute with to Partille Cup? 

Fredrik mentioned in the interview that their marketing activities are mostly about the 

association, and revenue and they do not use sponsors primarily as a marketing activity, but 

instead the sponsors are using them. What is your opinion about this? Do you see Partille Cup 

as a marketing channel? 

Based on your brand, how do you see your sponsorship cooperation with Partille Cup? 

What does Partille Cup contribute to your business? 

How do you feel about your cooperation with Partille Cup? 

Do you see any negative aspects of sponsoring Partille Cup? 

Or risks? 

How do you see your relationship with Partille Cup? 

What kind of positive aspects do you see of sponsoring Partille Cup? 
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Pictures taken during my observation at Gothenburg Youth Games 2015 
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Pictures taken during my observation at Partille Cup in Gothenburg 2015 
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